Fuji GX680 Stitching Back A d a p t e r
Please read these instructions before using this adapter.

The Kapture Group Fuji GX 680 Stitching Adapter enables the
stitching of 2 images in landscape or portrait orientation. A
center detent for single image capture is also provided.
Stabilizing bar

When stitching, you must
first pull the detent
release knob. After the
sliding plate starts to move
you may release it. It will
automatically drop into the
selected detent. Make your
first capture and then
pull the release knob
again and slide the adapter
plate to the opposite side
until it locks in place.

The overlap selector rotates 180 degrees with red dots
on one side and white dots on the other. These dots
correspond with the red or white dots on the adapter
plate. If you are using a 4x4 or 5x4 chip select the red
dot. When using a 2x3 chip select the white dot for
portrait shots and the red dot for landscape imaging.

Landscape stitching

Center lock
Mounting the Fuji stitching adapter
The stabilizing bar must be retracted
before attaching or rotating this adapter.
Simply pull both ends of the stabilizing bar
back fully. Next, align the rotating back as
shown in the photo above. Rotate the
stitching adapter to the desired orientation.
Push both ends of the stabilizing bar
toward the Fuji camera body until it is
snug. When the detent release knob is at
the 12 o’clock position you are in the
landscape mode. Rotating the adapter
plate another 90 degrees clockwise puts
you in the portrait mode.
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Portrait stitching
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Fuji GX680 Stitching Back A d a p t e r
Masking Options
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1: 2x3 non-stitching
2: 2x3 stitching -

landscape mounted chip

3: 2x3 stitching - portrait mounted chip
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4: 4x4 non-stitching
5: 4x4 stitching
6: 5x4 non-stitching
7: 5x4 stitching - portrait mounted chip

Please note: Most digital backs have 2 sets of
Hasselblad mounting clips. This allows the back to
mounted in either the portrait or landscape orientation.
Landscape mounted chips and portrait mounted chips
refer to the digital back’s orientation relative to the
Hasselblad mounts on the Fuji Stitching Adapter.
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